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Samatha at Home 10 
 

Dear friends,  
 
There is a phrase often used in meditative texts: “delighting in seclusion.” We are prising 
ourselves out of our shells; some are not so keen, while others are desperate to get out 
there….for some it can feel a bit like the end of a retreat, when you have to remember 
how to interact with others. As restrictions ease, it feels like that time after a meditation 
course, when you have to take care in certain ways: not to get drawn in to some things, 
not to overidentify with difficult situations, and how to come back to a steady point when 
you have been chatting and socialising. Old habits of engaging with work and people just 
look different, as if you are seeing them from a new perspective. As we start to ‘return’, it 
feels as if all kinds of familiar activities are now much more mindful, and we notice the 
small and the big things about them. The small things, like ways of relating to people 
physically in the supermarket, the taste of food, and enjoying a walk each day, have 
become so important.  They have shown us how to appreciate the simple more. 
Mindfulness of aisle dodging has become a national hobby: the trick is to keep it 
courteous!  
 
Many people have found resilience and quiet by being in their own company, and just 
getting on with what they want to do. So the big things are also been seen in a new way: 
do we really want to go back to commuting every day?  It will be very interesting to see 
how much, or if, our usual habits have changed. So we hope you continue to be well and 
safe. And that you are enjoying finding the middle way: delighting in some occasional 
company, but also seclusion. Meditation must surely keep most viruses a bit at bay… 
 
We have done 10 issues, and feel it is time for a pause now. But we have enjoyed this, 
and hope you have too, so we will be back soon! 

 
Please continue to send contributions. We love hearing what people have to say, and 
seeing their pictures, and people are getting in touch to say they do too.  
 
Thank you to Rick Saunders, Hugo Shakeshaft and Charles Shaw for pictures and 
contributions.  
 

 

With warm wishes,  

Guy and Sarah  

 
guy.healey@outlook.com     sarah99shaw@gmail.com  

mailto:guy.healey@outlook.com
mailto:sarah99shaw@gmail.com
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This week the video story is about a Tree Spirit and a Young Elephant, and the development of 
the tenth perfection of a Bodhisatta: upekkhā (equanimity). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You can view the video using this link:  https://player.vimeo.com/video/425447488 

 
Or if you prefer to download the video and play it on your own device using this link: 
 
https://vimeo.com/silverbrookfilms/download/425447488/ad2bf75528 
 
 
 
 
 

All previous issues of Samatha at Home can be found at: www.samatha.org/samatha-at-home 

  

https://player.vimeo.com/video/425447488
https://vimeo.com/silverbrookfilms/download/425447488/ad2bf75528
http://www.samatha.org/samatha-at-home
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Five masteries 
 
One of the wonderful redeeming features of the darkness of the last few weeks is that we 
have discovered outer space again! The space probe zoomed out there, after some 
preparations and delays. It successfully entered space and is now staying, we hope, for a 
set period of time. After this, we also hope that those that embarked on this great 
adventure will return, and, going through all the careful procedures that have been 
established for space travel, will be back with us ‘on earth’ again. They will have a  great 
deal to assimilate: all that information needs absorbing and processed. For the travellers, 
at a personal level, things will also be different. Evidence so far suggests that those who 
enter space find the event quite life-changing. They see our world, and its problems, from 
what is literally a new perspective, and many are never the same again.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Those of a “pioneer spirit” turn of mind will recognise the affinity with meditation practice!  
A few years ago I once had a conversation with a flight attendant who practised samatha 
meditation. He said the procedures of going in and out of practice reminded him of his job.  
People needed to be safe when they went up, safe as they travelled, and safe as they came 
back home again. So I have been thinking a lot about a list that describes skills that are 
helpful in meditation, but which seem to me to be useful now in daily life as we leave 
lockdown. The features describe clearly ways we do enter worlds, leave them, and absorb 
them afterwards  - activities many of us are learning to do afresh.  
 
The list is of the five masteries in meditation: 
 
Adverting (āvajjanavasī) 
Entering (samāpattivasī) 
Resolving or remaining (adhiṭṭhānavasī) 
Emergence (vuṭṭhānavasī) 
Reviewing (paccavekkhaṇavasī). 
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When I first learned meditation, one of the first things I was told was that the simple bodily 
and procedural skills, which start to become instinctive after a few months, offered 
protections and safeguards in the practice I might not come to appreciate for many years. 
Someone saying something like that clearly intrigues. And it does seem to me, years later, 
that it is true. Anyone who learns samatha breathing mindfulness at some level develops 
certain instincts: that you go in by a method, practice according to methods, emerge 
according to procedures you have learned in the past, and that, sometimes, it is useful to 
spend a few moments at the end of the practice, just reflecting, or digesting, or letting the 
practice sink in in some way. Do these procedures protect? Yes, I think they do, and ways 
we go about each one of these masteries in our meditation seem to me to help integration. 
They allow the practice to be taken up, put down again cleanly, and for any experiences 
during the practice to be made part of one’s experience, like something being absorbed 
and allowed to have full effect. 
 
So, here is how I understand each one:  
 
The mastery of adverting 
Āvajjana is ‘turning the mind’ to something. It is literally, paying attention to or adverting 
to something. Clearly what we decide to turn our minds to is a key decision, a lot of the 
time, to all of us. And as regards to practice, it seems to me to work in two ways.  
 
The first is at times when I am not practising. The best way I have found of improving my 
meditation practice is ‘turning my mind’ to it from time to time during the day. By that I do 
not mean suddenly sitting down and doing it while waiting for a bus, but rather just 
bringing it to mind. So, just being aware of the breath during the day helps this. Being able 
to return to any stability or equipoise one has had in the practice does too, and doing a 
few of the longest breaths, without numbers or stages, reminds me of the quiet of 
meditation. If one is suddenly in a situation where people are very upset, angry or worried, 
or when one has a big shock oneself, being able, in a couple of breaths, to return to some 
sense of the full body, and the stillness of the practice helps everyone, both oneself and, 
noticeably, the person I am with, if they are very unhappy or frightened in some way. 
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The other way this works is in the preparations for a sitting practice. Many people, myself 
included, find it helps the sitting practice if I get the room right around me first: rearrange 
cushions, placing them by the window, and/or, if you have a shrine, offering flowers and 
lighting a candle or tea-light before the sitting. And in the practice itself, just getting the 
posture right for the time, getting the balance right and finding how to align the body and 
breath for that sitting also helps. Just going through this whole process helps to set a time 
and a place aside for practice. If you do have a shrine, clearing it up and making it look 
good helps this to happen.  A number of people I have spoken to have found just doing a 
short walking practice before sitting helps. Chanting the refuges and precepts is another 
way of really helping the mind and body get itself ready for the practice. If you chant them 
often enough before a sitting practice, just doing that, I find, helps everything to settle and 
to prepare the way. The problem is that it can be difficult to park the ‘luggage’ from the 
day. One way I have found works quite well is to go over in the mind exactly what that 
luggage is, and then mentally putting it down, bit by bit: then sometimes you realise that 
you have spent a whole afternoon secretly worrying about something someone said a few 
hours ago, and only really realise it then. Even easier than that, for me, is simply to chant. 
It somehow clears the system, and the body and heart seem to get settled and more 
attuned. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mastery in entering  
This refers to the ability to enter into a meditation.  If the first stage has gone well, it can 
be easy, and feels like the meditation practice is coming to meet you. If, for any reason at 
all it is not happening, it can be tricky! The stages of the practice seem to be a very good 
way of getting one to be able to enter a meditation state, if it is a lucky day, or, at least, a 
sense of having cleared the mind and finding a little stillness. Sometimes people say that 
people who do samatha breathing mindfulness are “breath fiddlers”! I thought this 
teasing a bit rude, until I thought about the implications. We are breath fiddlers, and like 
to pick up our instrument, apply rosin, and pick out a tune that sometimes becomes 
beautiful.   
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If you play the fiddle, I am told, you have to become attuned: to the instrument, the 
temperature, the elasticity of the strings and the right note. Some people really are 
‘listeners’ in their meditation. Going through the counting, following, touching and settling 
is a bit like acclimatising yourself to a new theme or chord in a musical instrument. You 
have to listen as well as look and feel. Breathing mindfulness is the most tactile meditation 
of all. Buddhaghosa says it is the only meditation object felt, in the first stages by touch. 
You have to feel your way. The stages help one to enter a meditation state, or the settling, 
having felt your way through them. You adjust as you go along, see if the effort in the 
practice is coming too much from “you” and not enough from listening to the natural 
rhythm of the breath, and try and feel more alert, and clearer in the mind.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mastery in remaining 
This is another one that has a couple of aspects for me. The first is the capacity, we all have 
I suppose, to decide to enter a meditation sitting practice for a certain time, and do it. I 
find it very difficult to trust this, but I must say it does seem to work sometimes. You decide 
to sit for half an hour, and then you emerge. Apparently this skill is very important at highly 
advanced meditative levels, as it acts as an internal reminder to come out! The way I feel 
this mastery works though is at a basic practical level. Can I sit for half an hour? This seems 
to need deep fuel, resolve and some level of enjoyment. In my case, if I am not really 
enjoying it, no, I can’t easily. So, for me, the key to mastery in remaining is finding a way of 
wanting to stay the full half hour. If I do, I often find I would like to stay more.  This is why 
the practice and, if you like it, ‘breath fiddling’ becomes so interesting.  It is like playing 
music that you want to get right, so you forget about yourself and just enjoy doing it. When 
that happens it is quite a good way to end a practice…. 
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Mastery in emerging 
This is the ability to leave a practice, cleanly. It is something the stages of the practice, that 
go out by a way, usually, that is much the same as how you went in, mean that you can go 
through stages getting ready to leave. Sometimes, you find that a stage that was a bit 
scattered on the way in, becomes clearer and more settled. And then it is time to leave: 
to be aware of the ground, the things around you, and the breath, now completely normal.   
For those who can get too easily absorbed in book, TV programme or anything riveting, 
this is a really tricky one. It is like not being able to leave an evening out when you are 
having a good time.  But there is a right time to leave, as with evenings out. It is just time 
to finish, and leave it behind. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mastery in recollecting 
The highest mastery of meditation is said to be this: paccavekkhaṇa. This is reflection, 
considering or just looking over something again. I like this looser translation than the 
memory with which it is often associated, as it is sometimes good to remember each stage 
of the practice, but for me it is often more helpful just to consider and digest the practice. 
I sometimes do a recollection of peace at the end of a sit: just remembering moments of 
stillness and what was there then. This seems to be to do with integrating the practice, 
and letting any one sitting become part of a pool or a reservoir of experience that one can 
draw on when needed. Sometimes the peace is itself a way of reminding one of other 
states, in the past, that also had that quality, perhaps from very long ago.  
 
Meditation changes our perspective – we come back to things from a different angle, as 
the astronauts do when they come ‘down to earth’. I feel this is a list of features that 
applies in meditation, but also help us in the simple things too. The skills of being able to 
advert to, enter, sustain, emerge from and remember are always needed, and I find help 
now, as we “get back to normal”.  
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The Three Signs and Samatha Practice 
 

The fourth Noble Truth taught by the Buddha is the eightfold Noble Path, the way to the 
end of suffering and the realisation of Nibbāna. The first factor of the eightfold path is 
Right View (or Understanding). This is generally taken to mean seeing things as they really 
are. Specifically, it involves: an understanding of the Four Noble Truths; that there is a law 
of kamma  meaning there are consequences and results issuing from mental, verbal and 
physical actions in accordance with their skilfulness or unskilfulness; and that everything, 
whether physical or mental, bears the characteristics of the Three Signs:  impermanence 
(anicca), suffering (dukkha), and nonself (anattā). 
 
Here is a definition of the three signs by an eminent Thai scholar and meditation teacher: 
 
“Definitions of the three characteristics are as follows: 

1. Aniccatā: Impermanence, instability, and inconstancy; the condition of arising, 
deteriorating, and disintegrating. 

2. Dukkhatā:  State of dukkha;  the condition of oppression by birth and decay; the tension, 
stress, and conflict within an object due to alteration of its determinant factors, preventing 
it from remaining as it is; the internal imperfection of things, which prevents true 
satisfaction for someone whose desires are influenced by craving (tanhā), and causes 
suffering for a person who clings (upādāna). 

3. Anattatā; The condition of anattā, - nonself; the condition of things being void of a real 
abiding self.” 

 
(The Three Signs by Ven. Phra Brahmagunabhorn – P.A. Payutto, transl. Suriyo Bhikkhu 2007  an 
extract from the Venerable’s Buddhadhamma – Chapter 3) 
 

The three signs are a means for developing insight into the nature of mind and matter, our 
minds and bodies, and the world around us, and part of the development of the path to 
realise nibbāna and the end of dukkha. This is a gradual path, developed over time. 
 
In his translation of the Abhidhammatta Sangaha ( an introduction and commentary on 
Abhidhamma) Nārada has a note on the realisation of nibbāna.  
 
“The Yogi who wishes to realise nibbāna tries to understand things as they truly are. With his one-
pointed mind he scrutinises his self, and on due examination discovers that his so-called ‘Ego-
Personality’ is nothing but a mere composition of mind and matter… 
 
“...Thereupon he contemplates that all conditioned things are transient (anicca) subject to 
suffering (dukkha) and devoid of an immortal soul (anattā). Wherever he turns his eyes, he sees 
nought but these three characteristics standing out in bold relief.” 

 
(A Manual of Abhidhamma, transl., with notes by Nārada Maha Thera, pp 65-6, 3rd edition Buddhist 

Publication Society 1975). 
 
The passage goes on to describe the various stages of insight and how the three signs 
come into play at certain stages, culminating in the final stage where one particular sign, 
either anicca, dukkha or anattā , which is particularly prominent for a practitioner, becomes 
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the vehicle and gateway to the realisation of nibbāna, and entering the thought process 
for stream entry, the first stage of enlightenment. 
 
It is said that if one of the three signs are seen clearly, then the other two signs will also be 
seen.   In some meditation traditions, one sign is taken as the main focus for practice from 
the very beginning, for instance, anicca. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the samatha tradition, it very much depends on the individual and their teacher how 
that practice is undertaken, or if it needs a systematic technique at all. Individuals differ in 
this respect, and investigation of the various approaches is usually a good start.  Those 
new to the practice should consult their meditation teacher. 
 
An approach to the three signs best begins on what each sign really signifies in the natural 
order of things.  
 
If we consider anicca, impermanence, this indicates the natural flow underpinning all 
things, the constant movement and evolution, and, yes, decay and disintegration. Rise and 
fall is inherent in all phenomena, allowing a constant renewal.  
 
Dukkha, suffering or unsatisfactoriness, is a mark that provides a tension in what we want 
and what we have or don’t have. This underlying tension is awakening when it is accepted. 
The perfection we crave is not the real happiness we believe it to be. Wisdom and wise 
choices can arise when seeing and knowing this mark. 
 
Anattā, nonself, is pointing to selflessness. I always find things are a little  more rigid and 
less awake when the sense of ‘I’ or ‘me’ is present, but there is a sense of openness, 
spaciousness, when it isn’t.  
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An informal reflective approach to contemplating the three signs is an approach worth 
exploring.  Recollecting events and their transitory nature, even the passing of the 
previous day, or the breakage of a prized possession, and so on, can give rise to direct 
knowledge and understanding of impermanence.  
 
Sitting in a park or garden, noticing the constant ebb and flow of the elements around you 
is another approach. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Within the samatha tradition, there is a more systematic approach to exploring the three 
signs. It may not be suitable for everyone, but it is useful to record it since it is the topic 
under review.  
 
I remember samatha teachers introducing the practice of reflecting on the three signs 
after the first few years of learning the breathing mindfulness practice. There were some 
slight variations in the way it was taught and my memory of those variations is probably 
not reliable. But I do remember how it was subsequently taught by Lance Cousins, which 
was broadly consistent with the way I had previously done it. So, the following practice is 
Lance’s instruction.  
 
At the end of a samatha practice, gently open your eyes a little so that you can see the 
floor (keep your eyes cast downwards) and just become aware of the field of vision and 
you may begin to notice a sense of a vibration in the field of vision.  
 
Move the attention gently across the sense of vibration to the legs and begin to scan the 
body from the feet upwards and get a sense of a vibration through the body (this may be 
on the surface of the skin or internally or both). You may choose to close your eyes again 
at this point. 
 
With the sense of the vibration gently felt and in focus, repeat to yourself “anicca, anicca,” 
two or three times, with a reasonable gap between each thereby making sure that 
attention is on the sense of vibration.  
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Next transfer the attention from the sense of vibration and become aware of the tensions 
within the body, gently scanning the body throughout. Fully mindful, reflect on this 
tension and repeat “dukkha, dukkha” two or three times, again making sure attention is 
mostly on the body and not the words. 
 
Finally, reflect that this body is both anicca and dukkha, in which case it cannot be self 
because if it was one could make it permanent and without suffering. Since one cannot do 
this, there is no control, it is not self - reflecting thus, repeat “anattā, anattā” two or three 
times. Having completed this for a few minutes, the practice can finish. 
 
That is the practice as it was given to me. I have since added the following, on some 
occasions, but note this was not in the original instruction from the samatha tradition, but 
in accordance with the Buddha’s own instructions (see SN.35 as an example): with the 
reflection on anattā then follow with the reflection: “that which is not self should be 
regarded thus: ‘This is not mine, this I am not, this is not myself’”.  
 
Normally this practice is done for about five minutes after a samatha practice, but it could 
be done for longer. Having finished with the body, I have found that extending the 
reflection to the remaining five aggregates is particularly useful on occasion. The five 
aggregates of being are: body, feeling, perception, mental formations, and consciousness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So having reflected on the three signs in the body, the attention is turned to feeling, 
noticing the shifting and changing nature of feeling, directly noting the unsatisfactoriness 
when even pleasant feeling associated with skilful states fades, noting painful feeling 
arising and falling, and reflecting on how feelings that are impermanent and unsatisfactory 
are not self. And so on with the remaining aggregates.  The aggregate of perception refers 
to the bare recognition of an object of the senses, including mental images presented at 
the mind door; mental formations refers to mental activity and proliferation; and 
consciousness refers to eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mind consciousness. 
 
The samatha practice has the advantage of making the mind particularly calm and bright, 
and as Lance said, with calm, insight can follow very quickly 
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Elements 
 

There is earth beneath our feet, 
Grounded-green and square 

There is water to make parts meet, 
Settled in rhythmic prayer 

There is fire crackle and heat, 
Burning through the air 

There is wind in lightness sweet, 
Unbounded everywhere 

 


